Building an Irish AIDS Memorial - A place of memory

The past cannot be reshaped and revised,
but the future can be influenced and remoulded
in the interests of all, especially if the wounds are allowed to heal.

AIDS Memorial: Durban, South Africa

Last week, on November 22, a section of the UK AIDS Quilt went on display at St.
Paulʼs Cathedral, London.1
The event had all the dignity, gravitas and finely modulated grief one has come to
expect from such an event, and that was also on view some days earlier on
November 11 as people everywhere recalled the loss and destruction of global war,
in particular WWI.
Some 37 million people died as a result of WWI. Almost the same number of those
who died of AIDS. At last year, the figure for global deaths from AIDS stood at
approximately 35 million.
Thirty-five million people.
Just pause for a moment and try to contemplate that number.
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As David Furnish opined at St. Paul’s Cathedral:
“The quilt is a reminder of how devastating this disease can be. Statistics can unfortunately become a
bit meaningless. The first time I saw the quilt I felt the human spirit in each person in every panel and
then you start to multiply that in your mind … thinking of the number of people this disease has taken
and it’s profoundly moving. It’s a very potent reminder. It’s also a reminder of how a society can pull
together.”

Having such a potent reminder is so important. People are still dying of AIDS,
somewhere in the globe. People are still acquiring AIDS, somewhere in Ireland. The
reasons behind global AIDS deaths are self-evident, generally a combination of
poverty, lack of sex education and decent health care, a moribund religious
ideology. Closer to home, itʼs more often ignorance around sexual health and lack of
access to sexual health education resulting in late diagnoses that underlines new
cases of full-blown AIDS.
Every year, around November 11, people go to extraordinary lengths to remember
our war-torn dead; the heroism, the steadfastness in the face of brutality and
oppression, the sacrifice and enormous emotional costs to those who survived such
appalling loss and destruction.
We plant flowers, the principal “actors” (as government and defence forces like to
be known) go about their obsequies. Individual memories are jogged, formal
histories are refined. Previously anonymous or forgotten individuals live again
among us. Their stories become threaded into our personal and formal historical
narratives. These stories go on and reverberate and (if weʼre good to each other)
have consequences.
Reconciliation and healing are restored. And have consequences.
And so it goes, I imagine, for those paying their respects at the AIDS Quilt, wherever
it goes on display. And yet, practical considerations by necessity impose a limiting,
almost ephemeral, quality on the Quilt. In the US, the Quilt is around 50 miles long
and, as a result, a process of digitisation of the panels continues.
One can no longer see the entirety of the Quilt in a physical space, even in Ireland,
where by the end of the last century the number of AIDS deaths exceeded 300. 2
Wherever you go, the panels of the Quilt (in all its national guises) are rarely seen in
their totality. Their value, as a totem to remembering, is diminished by their
invisibility, unlike that afforded by the physical monuments of WWI, the Cenotaph at
Whitehall, the War Memorial Gardens at Dublinʼs Islandbridge, Arbour Hill, etc.
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T h a n k f u l l y, t h e p r o c e s s o f
remembering and commemorating
AIDS loss is changing around the
globe, especially in the US, Canada,
South Africa and continental Europe.
And rightly so.
What is remembered, lives.
Not just the names of our deceased,
but their voices, their bright faces are
refocussed. Lives lived in adversity
and often despair are recalibrated, not
only for those of us mourning our
dearly departed friends and lovers,
but for successive generations.
These hidden histories of how we
lived, how some died and others
survived, yearn to be heard.

AIDS Memorial, Nuremberg, Germany.

And Iʼm especially mindful of the hidden histories in cases such as my own, which I
often refer to as the “fractured memories of our walking wounded”; People scarred
by the brutality of that war between 1984 and 1996. People who are HIV positive like
me and people, like you, who are negative. People whoʼve lived through horror and
whoʼve born their grief, hurt and anger all these years.
Preserving the legacy of the AIDS epidemic and the replacement of these hidden
histories enlivens our cultural responses to where we are today.
We are in huge need of inter-generational dialogue. As I observed in this college Maynooth University - on WAD15:
“Where is the inter-generational dialogue that is so necessary to passing on stories of
survival, of hope and wisdom? Stories that will embolden new and successive generations to
modulate their cultural response to HIV & AIDS, and hopefully extend to changes in risktaking behaviour.”3
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Toronto AIDS Memorial Park

A place of memory is so important in the mobilisation of a community, and of our
society.
Memorialising our loss and grief allows us to better value and share the coping
mechanisms and survival strategies of a previous generation. Nowhere is this more
apparent and more necessary than in our Rainbow Society - the LGBT community where we have traditionally lacked a collective memory.
A community is healed when we find ways to protect one another in our grief, when
survivors can finally modulate their own grief and bewilderment at the horrors that
befell so many of our beloveds, and which sadly continue to afflict certain parts of
the globe even today.
A place of memory can take many forms.
Weʼve seen some examples, most notably the Names Project, the AIDS Quilt in all its
national and local iterations. There have been theatre and cinematic responses,
television documentaries, short stories and memoirs. All have value,
notwithstanding their paucity in our cultural history on the island of Ireland.
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What I have in mind is a physical totem. A tangible monument, independently sited
within a defined parkland or urban setting. New York Cityʼs AIDS Memorial comes to
mind. Itʼs a place where we do more than merely grieve passively for those weʼve
lost, but a monument that transmits our stories of survival.
Where those stories echo and have consequences.
Beginning immediately, Iʼm proposing a consultation process of stakeholders in civil
society regarding the design, procurement and siting of this monument. With due
process and the goodwill of government and the public sector, there is no reason
why the Irish AIDS Memorial cannot become a reality within the next five years.
As we begin to build this monument to the AIDS epidemic, we can continue the
ritual work of reconciliation and awareness that is so important to developing a
more holistic HIV health education culture, something so crucial to burying those
last remaining vestiges of shame, guilt and trauma.
And surely the history of struggle, if itʼs taught us anything, [it is that] we must
refuse to allow our collective memory to be erased. Part of this process should also
include the digitisation and open access of the archives of HIV Ireland, Gay Health
Action (1985-1989), and HIV/AIDS-related documents held in the collections of the
Irish Queer Archive at the National Library of Ireland.
Itʼs time. Time to dry away our tears and build from them a monument to the
destruction and loss from AIDS in Ireland.
Please join me as we make this a reality.

Tonie Walsh
Maynooth University
World AIDS Day 2016
Further information:
irishaidsmemorial@gmail.com

NYC AIDS Memorial Unveiled at Public Dedication.
https://www.poz.com/article/nyc-aids-memorial-unveiled-public-dedication-photos

